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TIMING IS EVERYTHING!

21 grand makes outstanding
entry with a top transbaynian
moment in 2007

No liquids allowed. Xome vs. Tralphaz 2005-12-03

Life is a cabaret, according to Sarah
Lockhart, Programming Director of 21
Grand: “Saturday night (December 1st)
21 Grand was visited by the Alcoholic
Beverage Action Team of the Oakland
Police Department. They have a history of
shutting down venues. I think that is one
of their main duties. They weren’t even
there to visit us. They were looking into
the restaurant/bar next door, and we just
happened to be next door and having a

THE VALUABLE THREAD IN CONCLUSION

show, and they entered the building while
the bands were finishing loading out. They
saw empty beer bottles and our donation jar
and cooler.
It took until Tuesday to figure out how
serious it was.”
While 21 Grand’s gallery exhibitions
remain open to the public (as does cotenant Smythe’s Accordion Center), the
future of some kinds of performance there
continued on Page 4

keith rowe: this forever disrupting of what’s going on
In November 1991, Keith Rowe (English free
improvisation guitarist and painter, founding
member of AMM, and member of Amalgam,
Scratch Orchestra, People’s Liberation Music)
recorded his responses to nine questions posed by
Gino Robair. The recording was transcribed by
Tom Duff and is presented in excerpted form here.

What are your thoughts on the
direction of improvised music?
I don’t have many results. I recognize
like a lot of people, that there seems to be
a growing interest in -- *re*-interest in
improvisation. It obviously hasn’t gone
unnoticed that the most popular composers
of our day, certainly in Europe, were great
improvisers -- you know, people like Mozart
and Beethoven. I think Beethoven was
a stupendous improviser. There are lots
of wonderful anecdotes of Beethoven’s
improvisation, where he would break
the strings on the piano and laugh at
the audience as they got involved in the
emotional qualities of his performances.
When he was a young child he used to get
rapped over the knuckles when he was doing
violin practice by his father for “playing
without notes”. And Liszt -- there’s endless

groups of people who have been great
improvisers and there’s been a very barren
period in classical music for improvisation.
I think in the ‘60s there was, particularly
with the graphic notation, a bit more
improvisation. We probably seem to have
retreated from that a little bit. But more and
more, one meets younger classical musicians
who are interested in improvisation, who
take an interest in jazz and various things
-- Indian music, Asian music. So, hopefully,
it will grow. But who knows what the
direction will be? I don’t know.

Why have you relocated to France?
I guess like most migration it was to some
extent a force of circumstances in the home
country. In England there was actually no
point for me to live in London. As I said
before, I’ve hardly ever worked in London.
Though we had lots of friends in London,
they were forever moving. In fact in our
last count, our five or six best friends had
all moved from London to different places
in England, because people had been made
redundant from their jobs or a whole number
of reasons. I had a part-time job which was

bringing in some money and Stephanie, my
partner, had a full-time job. We have have
four children together. And we both lost
our work. We were struggling to make ends
meet in London. The mortgage repayments
were horrendous. The kind of life that
we were faced with in the city, in North
London where we lived, was getting worse
and worse -- the violence and the murders,
the theft, the shit on the streets was pretty
horrid. And I have a brother who lives here
in France. He’s married into a nice French
family, so we have a sense of a family in
France. And we would come here and spend
very happy summer vacations, and more
and more and more felt that this was the
place to be. You know, there was a kind of
investment in the culture here. There was a
balance between kind of private enterprise
and state control. Whereas in Britain
everything had to be private or it couldn’t
possibly exist. Here, you get on a train and
can get to Paris in one hour, 58 minutes. If it
was in England, an equivalent journey could
take you maybe four hours or something.
Here one can drive from one end of France
to the other relatively easily, and very often
continued on Page 4
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Thu 1/3 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
Outsound Presents New Music Series
8pm: Jen Baker (Trombone) and Damon Smith
(Double Bass)
9pm: Les Hutchins (Electronics) and Polly Moller
(flutes)

Fri 1/11 8pm • CounterPULSE
Art of the Improviser
with Rova Saxophone Quartet and Liz Allbee
- trumpet, LaDonna Smith - Violin, Karen
Stackpole - Percussion, Aurora Josephson voice, MaryClare Brzytwa - flute and electronics

Sat 1/5 Noon NOTA • ArtSF
Godwaffle Noise Pancakes
Redglaer/Acre(OR/WA), Moment Trigger (L.A.),
Jolthrower (SAC), Dirty Centaur, Everything is
Inebriated

Tue 1/15 8pm $7-12 • Climate Theater
Music Box Series
Set 1: Thomas Carnacki w/Jim Kaiser, Jesse
Burson, Karel Sidorjak, and surprise guest appearances [cdbaby.com/cd/tcjqjbjb]
Set 2: Jon Raskin Quartet [http://jonraskin.com/]

Tue 1/8 $5-10 • Temescal Arts Center
First Tuesdays at Temescal
RTD3 (Doug Carrol, Tom Nunn, Ron Heglin),
TBA
Wed 1/9 8pm $10 / $5 • Meridian Gallery
Meridian Music: Composers in Performance
presents a solo concert by Moe! Staiano.
Thu 1/10 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
Outsound Presents New Music Series
8:15 pm: Matt Davignon - drum machine
8:45 pm: Kristin Miltner - computer/MAX
9:30 pm: Agnes Szelag - electronics/projections

Thu 1/17 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
Outsound Presents New Music Series
8:00pm TBA
8:45pm INSTAGON Ambient Noise Set
9:30pm Phroq (Switzerland)
Sat 1/9 Noon NOTA • ArtSF
Godwaffle Noise Pancakes
Feudal Esophagus Membranes, Michael Fink,
Chas Smith, Ulrich Krieger, Marcelo Aguirre,
LeKim’s Bodybag Wave, Omnivorous Sencillium

Sat 1/19 8pm $12 • Jazzschool
Other Perspectives in Improvised Music
Set 1: Tips: 14 Aphorisms by Georges Braque
consists of songs by the late Steve Lacy,
arranged here by soprano saxist Bruce Ackley
(Rova) Phillip Greenlief (alto sax), and vocalist
Aurora Josephson
Set 2: Kihnoua with saxophonist Larry Ochs’
(Rova), vocalist Dohee Lee, percussionist William
Winant and cellist Okkyung Lee (NY).
Sun 1/20 8pm $10 /8 • Musician’s Union Hall
Outsound Presents... The SIMM Series
7:30 Citta di Vitti with Phillip Greenlief - alto
saxophone Lisa Mezzacappa - bass Jason Levis
- drums
8:30 Steve Lockwood Quartet (Los Angeles) with
Ken Rosser - guitar Steve Lockwood - piano Dan
Lutz - e-bass Billy Mintz - drums
Tue 1/22 8pm $7-12 • Climate Theater
Music Box Series
Set 1: The Darren Johnston Trio
http://www.darrenjohnstonmusic.com/
Set 2: The 8 Legged Monster
http://www.myspace.com/the8leggedmonster

venue information
111 Minna Gallery
111 Minna Street, San Francisco
1510 8th St Performance Space
1510 8th Street, Oakland [West Oakland BART]
21 Grand
416 25th Street, Oakland [at Broadway]
24th Street Theater Works
2405 24th Street, San Francisco [at Vermont]
5lowershop
992 Peralta Avenue, San Francisco
Anno Domini Gallery
366 S. 1st Street, San Jose
artSF
110 Capp Street, 5th Floor, San Francisco [at 16th]
Black Gate Code 500
Artists Television Access
992 Valencia, San Francisco [at 21st]
Berkeley Piano Club
2427 Haste Street, Berkeley [at Dana]
Chapel of the Chimes
4499 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland
Climate Theater
285 9th Street, San Francisco [at Folsom]
CounterPULSE
1310 Mission Street, San Francisco

The Exploratorium
3601 Lyon Street, San Francisco
First Church of the Buzzard
2601 26th Street #150, Oakland [at Adeline]
Freight & Salvage
1111 Addison Street, Berkeley
Hemlock Tavern
1131 Polk Street, San Francisco [near Post]
Hotel Utah
500 Fourth Street @Bryant SF]
Hunter’s Point Shipyard
Innes Street Terminus, San Francisco
Jazzschool
2087 Addison Street, Berkeley
Jewish Community Center of the East Bay
1414 Walnut Street, Berkeley
Johansson Projects Gallery
2300 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland
The LAB
2948 16th Street, San Francisco [at Capp]
Luggage Store Gallery
1007 Market Street, San Francisco [at 6th]
Mama Buzz Cafe
2318 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland [at 23rd]
Maybeck Studio
email gm@handprintseries for location

Meridian Gallery
535 Powell Street, San Francisco
Mills College Ensemble Room
5000 MacArthur Boulevard, Oakland
Musicians Union Hall
116 9th Street, San Francisco [at Mission]
Noe Valley Ministry
1021 Sanchez Street, San Francisco
ODC Dance Theatre
3153 17th Street, San Francisco [at Shotwell]
Pearl Alley Studios
120 Pearl Alley, Santa Cruz
Piedmont Piano Company
660 Third Street, San Francisco
Project Artaud Theatre
450 Florida Street, San Francisco
RX Gallery
132 Eddy Street San Francisco
Starry Plough
3101 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley [at Prince]
Temescal Arts Center
511 48th Street, Oakland [at Telegraph]
The Toad in the Hole Pub
116 5th Street, Santa Rosa
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
700 Howard Street, San Franciso [at 3rd]
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Thu 1/24 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
Outsound Presents New Music Series
8pm: Colter Frazier/Rob Wallace Duo (Santa
Barbara)
9pm: Son of Mary with Bob Marsh & Jim Ryan
Fri 1/25 8pm $10 • 1510 8th St Performance
Space
Improvised Octopi Night @ 1510
Charity Chan, John Raskin, Damon Smith, Jen
Baker (Oakland’s finest)
Fraiser/Wallace (San Diego)
Music and grilled/fried/broiled/sauted/baked
octopus,squid and many tantalizing tenticles
Sat 1/26 8pm $12 • Mills College Lisser Hall
Jean Macduff Vaux Composer-in-Residence
Helmust Lachenmann
Intérieur I for solo percussion
Gran Torso for string quartet
Allegro Sostenuto for clarinet, cello, and piano
Toccatina for solo violin

YOU NEED TO KNOW MORE
augment your understanding
by visiting these additional
calendar listings at
bayimproviser.com
brutalsfx [yahoogroup]
club-sandwich [googlegroup]
fecalface.com
foopee.com/punk/the-list/
OutSound [yahoogroup]
music.mills.edu/mailman/listinfo/
newmusicevents
transbaycalendar.org
zumonline.com/shows/

Thu 1/31 9pm $10 • Hemlock Tavern
Peter Evans (Trumpet) with James Fei (Alto
Saxophone) Damon Smith (Bass) and Weasel
Walter (Drums)

the persistent caveat

Schedules are subject to change,
and the reasons can be totally appalling,
flying in the face of human reason.
Please confirm details provided in this
publication by visiting transbaycalendar.org.

Solo Basura at 21 Grand.
Photo courtesy of Christopher Brown.

continued from front page

keith rowe: this forever disrupting what’s going on
do that with no traffic jams at all, anywhere.
Whereas in England, just to go to the end of
the road was a major problem.
So, we came for economic reasons, not
particularly for cultural reasons. I didn’t
think I would get any more work here than I
did in England, and it probably will remain
the case. I get no less here, anyway.
Life’s a hell of a lot more pleasant. We live
in a region which has a Muscadet wine, a
white, quite acidic kind of wine, very good
with fish and shellfish. The food here is
absolutely extraordinarily good. The quality
of the Patisserie is stupendous, absolutely
incredible. The coffee is wonderful. The
cheese is incredible. The bread’s fantastic.
The Patisserie is wonderful. The meat’s
amazing. So we have a great time. In fact,
we’ve just come back from a couple of days
in Simiux [not sure of spelling, probably
another Nantes suburb] which has very good
Loire-quality wine.
We’ve just been to see Ali Kahn, the
Pakistani singer. Last week I went to see Tal
Farlow, the great American guitar player in

Nantes. And I went to see Fred Frith’s opera
Helter Skelter the week before that. When
Tal Farlow came to London, he probably
played at Ronnie Scott’s club, which is
very expensive and I’m not a member and
I probably couldn’t get in. I’ve seen more
concerts here than I did in London for a very
long time. So, on that level it’s been much
better.
Anyway, we’re really happy and it’s great to
be where we are. And we will be buying a
house here before too long and ...
Really just to backtrack on a few of the
kinds of ideas. I think one of the aspects
of the guitar which interests me I think is
this idea of timbre. I think seeing the guitar
as having what I could refer to as a spread
identity of noise -- if I spread the identity of
the guitar I could include noise in that and
it was kind of something to do with noise
and environment. I could see the guitar as
an environment -- almost as a microclimate.
And I could use kind of timbral variety as
a musical organization. It’s probably what I
do is use -- that’s where the Mahler comes

I guess, is I just endlessly try to construct
and deconstruct a timbral variety on the
instrument and look at that. And I, at the
same time, have a kind of multiplication
of images that are going on. I have several
images of the guitar which are juxtaposed
with one another, with varying degrees
of instrumental extensions, I guess. And
it’s to do with differentiating aspects of
timbral variety and then uniting them. So
I’m forever, like, attacking and then going
to harmony. I think it probably then leads
me into those ideas of (how can I best put
it without sounding like Leonard B Meyer)
those ideas of disruption -- of the ideas
of expectation of what’s coming to what
actually results from my instrument -- I
think that’s always been of interest to me.
And I suppose that’s a central part of my
playing, is that idea of disruption -- this
forever disrupting what’s going on.
For additional information about Keith Rowe
visit the European Free Improvisation pages on
the web at www.efi.group.shef.ac.uk

also continued from front page

21 grand

is contingent upon 21 Grand meeting City
of Oakland criteria reserved for any place
that serves liquids and food while furnishing
entertainment including but not limited to
“singing, vaudeville and dancing.” A quick
scan of the upcoming calendar revealed that
New Yipes! poetry readings were permitted,
but the Oakland debut of the musical trio
Kihnoua was not. Screening of experimental
short films by Mark Wilson, Vincent Avalos
and Jeff Kao were legal, until Duo B,
shudder and Noah Phillips got on the bill.
Their live musical accompaniment required
a cabaret permit.

venue would continue to be on the radar for
law enforcement until it was completely
permitted for all forms of public assembly.
As staff began to investigate what was
legally necessary to present performances,
distinct from 21 Grand’s work as an art
gallery and studio, it tumbled down a rabbit
hole of intertwined zoning regulations,
conditional use and special event permits,
building and fire inspections, criminal
background checks, and fees for “research”
that allowed the City to discover if the
proposed “cabaret” was more than 300 feet
away from a school or church.

I’ll have a pissy mexican lager, please

Meanwhile, 21 Grand was able to obtain
an agreement with the City Administrator’s
Office that as long as it was actively seeking
a cabaret permit, with all of its attendant
requirements, that an unlimited number
of special event permits would be granted
to accommodate the ongoing program
schedule. This good faith solution ground to
a halt within a few days. The Oakland Police
Department was pleased to follow the City
Administrator’s recommendation if only the

Was the fate of 21 Grand’s performance
series really turning on the fact that they
had paired it with a card table topped
with a donation jar, a bottle of beer and
the occasional chocolate cream pie? For a
second, yes. While simply removing that
table and its concessions may have solved
the formal problem, conversations between
21 Grand and the City made it clear that the

Fire Department would inspect the premises.
The Fire Department was happy to sign off
on the inspection for the Police, but only
after the Building Department inspected the
construction from 21 Grand’s conversion of
the space from an automotive repair garage
to an art gallery and studio. Building was
unable to provide information detailing the
code requirements for special events and
cabarets. 21 Grand turned to a community
of architects, general contractors and experts
from the Northern California Land Trust,
involved in the landmark resuscitation of
Oakland’s Noodle Factory, for assessments
and advice.

Not the first, but perhaps the
hundredth, monkey
This is not the first time city regulation has
taken arts spaces by surprise. According
to the Coalition to Preserve Oakland
Cultural Venues (CPOCV)’s website, there
is a feeling among the arts community
that city government has created a hostile
environment to creative venture, and that
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LISTMAKERS! PONTIFICATORS! GET DOWN
WITH YOUR INNER LESTER BANGS!

top ten
transbaynian
moments of 2007

about
this
thing

You Remember Them. And against all
better judgement, the Transbay will print
them. All readers, even, or especially, sourfaced skimmers and insulated, we mean
focused, consumers of Bay Area creative
new music, are invited to submit a list of Top
Ten Transbaynian Moments of 2007.

The Transbay Creative Music
Calendar is a volunteer-produced
free monthly journal for noncommercial creative new music
in the San Francisco Bay Area.
In addition to our comprehensive
listing of upcoming events, we
publish articles and reviews about
local music and the people who
create it. We talk about a wide
range of modern music, including:
experimental, improvised, noise,
electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 21st
century compositions, and sonic art.

Unlike other publications who publish this
information in the final month of the year
under review, when there may be perfectly
awesome moments that occured up until the
deadline of 11:59:59pm on December 31,
2007.
We’ll know that once you make a thoughtful
determination of ten musical things that
made 2007 super special from your, um,
perspective.
Submissions must be received no later
than January 10, 2008 for inclusion in the
Transbay. Lists, which may be as brief as the
one included on a pedestrian trip to the auto
part store or as detailed as the one brought
along to share with the therapist, should be
emailed to ear@zoka.com.

artists fear that drawing attention to their
spaces might trigger a serious risk of their
being forced to shut down and relocate.
CPOCV noted that a continuation of this
trend “will certainly threaten and perhaps
even destroy the long term sustainability
of Oakland’s diverse arts communities.”
As one musician in the improv community
remarked with a sigh, “Oakland always
manages to shoot itself in the foot, if not
aiming a little higher.”
Lori Zook, Chair of the Oakland Cultural
Affairs Commission and one of the CPOCV
collaborators, is more optimistic. Zook
reports that the Commission is making
headway drafting a new ordinance for the
permitting of cultural spaces in collaboration
with the City Administrator’s Office, where
cabaret permits are issued. Assistant City
Administrator Barbara Killey noted the
regulations date to the 1940s and are out
of step with business practices of for-profit
cabarets, much less nonprofit cultural
spaces seeking to provide hospitality to arts
audiences. The revisions will be introduced

Visit I Can Has NewMuzik? at
http://newmuzik.blogspot.com.
Photos by Polly Moller

to City Council in February 2008, too late
for 21 Grand to take advantage of them.
Musicians, intermedia artists and audiences
who rely on 21 Grand as a venue for
experimental work have raised concerns
about losing another all-ages, wheelchairaccessible venue, to which Lockhart
responds: “[after weathering] eviction by an
unsympathetic slumlord and displacement
by a large for-profit real estate developer
in order to make way for luxury condos
marketed as a convenient way to be close
to culture, we intend to survive our code
compliance issues as well.” The arts group
has launched a campaign to raise funds to
cover the costs of permitting and compliance
work (details at www.21grand.org) and
intends to re-launch performance programs
as early as mid-January, 2008.
Full disclosure:
This article was researched and compiled
by Suki O’Kane, a board member
of 21 Grand Arts Group, Inc.

Each month, 1,000 copies of the
Transbay are mailed to individuals
and hand-delivered to over 45
performance venues and public
locations throughout the Bay Area.
Contact us for a free subscription!
Your kind donations help keep
the Transbay alive and growing.
Please send checks [payable to
“Transbay Music Calendar”] to:
Transbay Accounting
106 Fairmount
Oakland, CA 94610
Please visit our web site
or contact us directly:
mail@transbaycalendar.org
for more information about getting
your FREE subscription, submitting
content, listing an event, advertising,
viewing archives, or volunteering.

www.transbaycalendar.org
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for February issue is

January 10!
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• Photography
• Display Advertising

Calendar Listing?
Use the online form at
transbaycalendar.org/submit.html

Funding Opportunity
Program Guide and Applications for the City of Oakland’s
FY2008-2009 Cultural Funding Program are now available at

oaklandculturalarts.org
Deadline for proposals is Friday, January 4, 2008

